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When is it due?
Article submissions: June 20th
Ad bookings: June 15th
Event notifications: June 20th
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
0414 884 833

Design Services
Assistance with the design of
your ad, or other print media is
available.
Please contact Delyse Wright at
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or
call 0414 884 833.
Please note changes to existing ads
are also available, fees available on
request.

Graphic Design | Website Design
| Print Media

Ju
D on’t forget... ne, July
& August
June Long Weeke
nd
Bonfire & Firew
orks at the
Friendly Inn
5.30pm start
Sunday 10 June
KV Farmers Mar
ket
Next to Friendly
Inn
from 8am
Sunday 24 June
Riversdale Winte
r Concerts
1pm for 2.30pm
start
bundanon.com.a
u
Saturday 21 & Su
n 22 July
The Valley Sings
artsinthevalley.ne
t.au
Sunday 12 Augu
st
Serenata Concer
t Series
No 1. The Street
on Trio
Further info 4465
1012
serenataseries.co
m.au

If you have an event, garage sale or
other activity to share, please email
us at
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
so we can share it in the next edition
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Burke and Wills: The
triumph and tragedy of
Australia’s most famous
explorers
by Peter FitzSimons

In 1860–61, an intrepid group
of explorers set out to travel
across Australia from south to
north through the middle of the
continent. They were in direct
competition with another group from
South Australia, namely John McDouall
Stuart. The prestige of the successful
party was huge; its success led the way
for the Darwin to Adelaide telegraph
system and spurred the SA Government
to rule over the Northern Territory
from 1863 to 1911. It opened up huge
tracts of yet unexplored grazing land
and the development of railways, ports
and communication to the North, thus
increasing the ability to connect the
British-Australian colonies to the rest of
the world.
FitzSimons is able to portray not just
the trials and tribulations of the group,
but also the personalities and tensions
between members of the party. It seems
incredible to the readers of today that
the politicking of the 1860s is no different
to that of today. No regard for logic but a
battle of power and control.
Also incomprehensible is the fact that
the majority of the group of explorers
lacked the skills needed to survive in the
Australian bush. The list of equipment,
mostly useless, is astounding and, apart
from the huge expense, was gradually

ditched along the way. It may have led
to the group’s demise along with all the
clashes of personality, the power play
between group members, the inability of
the group to seek advice from the healthy
Aboriginals they met along the way and
the apparent unwillingness of the
group to find local food such as
fish which was later found to be in
great abundance.
The inner strength of the party is
inspirational. How to survive in
the heat with little or no food,
no water and mile upon mile of
trudging, not knowing exactly
where they would be able to get
through deserts, scrub, creeks and
mangroves? The tragedy of timing, and
the lack of reading the signs correctly, the
assumptions of rate of travel etc all led to
this tragedy unfolding. The title says it all.
There were mixed reactions to FitzSimons’
book amongst our members as, although
many do not like his style, the content
was gripping. The book is long and
detailed, with four researchers working
for a year or more to provide content,
but in its detail it is a fascinating tale of
triumph and tragedy.
Despite the bits of quotes scattered
throughout the text, which distracted me
rather than adding to the experience, I
found the book to be all-engrossing and
gave me a greater respect for the men
and women who explored our country. I
am constantly disappointed in the fact
that we did not have the same respect
for the original residents of this land who
could teach us so much. Another good
read in this area of original Australians
and their use of the land is a book entitled
Dark Emu, Black Seeds: Agriculture or
Accident? by Bruce Pascoe.
				

Trish Jessop
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Letters to
the editor ...
Main Road 92
Readers may recall that I have mentioned
the failure of Ann Sudmalis MP to respond
to my communications. They may be
interested to read her email below,
sent on 3 May 2018, in response to this
question, asked by me on 9 September
2017:
Whatever happened to Main Road 92? It
must be a decade since your predecessor
promised that it would reduce by 75%
the volume of heavy traffic passing
through Kangaroo Valley, but I’ve seen no
evidence of any reduction to-date.
Tony Barnett
Dear Mr Barnett, your email had been
placed in a hidden file and I am only now
going through the contents, it was rediscovered today.
I am very sorry for the delay.
Main Rd 92 was a dirt road designated as an
alternate route, for traffic reduction going
through Kangaroo Valley just as you say.
However, despite the contribution of
funding from the Federal Government
as it was noted as a freight pathway
alternative, and the two local
government contributions (Palerang and
the Shoalhaven), the dream of traffic
reduction is only partially met.
The road is completely sealed now and
the haulage trucks do use the road, I
know first-hand as I drive that road to
Canberra.
The biggest issue though, we have such
a great place to live, we have been
discovered by the rest of NSW, so while
there is traffic using Main Rd 92, there
are also many more visitors coming
via Kangaroo Valley, from Sydney and
from Canberra. As a result it will seem
that nothing has changed, but just
imagine if we were the number one
state destination and we didn’t have the
alternate route of Mani Rd 92, it would be
so much busier through the valley.
I apologise for the inexcusable delay in
getting back to you.
I have the system sorted now, so we
should be OK for any question that comes
in the future.
Regards
Ann Sudmalis MP
Federal Member for Gilmore
We welcome all content from our
community including news stories,
opinion pieces, poetry and reviews.
Please send all content to

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
or call 0414 884 833
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We are very lucky here to be part of such
a supportive local community.
This month the boys from C Dorm at
Glengarry came to the preschool for a
working bee. They washed down the walls
of the building, tidied up the gardens and
painted our play equipment with decking
oil. Many hands made light work! They
had the preschool looking fantastic within
a few hours. Thank you to the boys and
Glengarry staff, we really appreciate your
hard work.
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The preschool is used as a venue for
piano lessons several times per week.
The preschool piano has been described
as “quirky” by the students and we
have concluded that it was in need of
tuning. This need came to the attention
of Elizabeth Clarke, and she very kindly
arranged for the piano to be tuned. A
world class piano tuner was here to look
after the grand piano for the “Arts in
the Valley” concerts. While he was here
Elizabeth organised for him to tune our
old upright piano. It certainly sounds
much better, but not quite as good as the
Steinway Grand! Thank you Elizabeth.

Crawling through the obstacle course

Painting friendly faces (above and below)
Glengarry Boys
Tuning the piano

We have been presenting the “PALS”
(Playing and Learning to Socialise)
program at preschool this term. The
children are practising their skills in
greeting people, taking turns and sharing,
and learning about and recognising
emotions. They have made some amazing
“Friendly Face” paintings as part of their
learning.
Jacinta Perry
Cleaning the preschool

Your one-stop-shop for all your everyday and weekend needs

Open 7 days a week • 7am - 5pm

151 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley • 4465 1512
... in the centre of town, opposite the Post Office
Budding builder
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Your local club are holding their
annual change over dinner on
the 13th June. We are celebrating
with Moss Vale Lions and all are
encouraged to come along and enjoy
the banquet at Jing Jo’s. Please
let Lorraine know if you would like
to attend. We will be swearing in
Howard and it would be good to
have as many as possible to let
Howard know how the community are
prepared to support him.

The Essential Toolkit for social media
So, you’ve set up your business social
media accounts and you’ve been
chugging along alright. But when you
see what other people are posting, you
get a little envious. How do they get
their photos looking so nice, how do
they create those awesome graphics and
quotes, and how do they get the time to
do all that?
Sound familiar?
Well this is the article for you because I’m
going to share some awesome FREE tools
you can use to jazz up your social media.
First up, photos. They’re the most
important thing about your post,
especially on Instagram. They need to
stop someone from scrolling and make
them read what you have to say.
There is a free phone app called Snapseed
that helps with this. All you have to do is
download the app, open it up and import
a photo from your phone photo library.
Snapseed has lots of different filters and
you can enhance your photo in so many
ways, people will think you’ve employed
a professional! Then just save the photo
back onto your phone and you’re done.
Hands down, the best graphic design tool
for non-graphic designers (a.k.a, most of
us!) is Canva. This is both an app and a
desktop site, so you have flexibility about
how you use it. You can create beautiful
quotes and graphics from templates or
from scratch and the options are endless!
It’s super simple to use but also gives you
very sophisticated results. Canva is also
free and you can upgrade to a monthly
subscription if you need to.
Finally, if time is your main issue
than check out Planoly. This is a free
scheduling app and website for Instagram.
It allows you to pre-plan all your posts,

rearrange them and auto-post them,
complete with text and hashtags. I must
admit I’m becoming a little obsessed with
Planoly. It’s so addictive making your
Instagram account look so nice! (Or is
it just me who gets excited about these
kind of things)? Planoly is definitely a
time saver – you can do one massive brain
dump and schedule a month’s worth of
posts at once if you like! Caveat: Planoly
is still not a set and forget tool. It’s
important to check back in on your social
media accounts and respond to questions
and comments, as you would normally do.
So there you have it, my favourite free
tools for social media. You’re welcome!
If you need more inspiration, check out
my accounts on Instagram and Facebook,
where I’m all about sharing tips and tricks
for social media – search for Savvy Sally
Content.
Until next time, see you online!
Sally Latham.

Social Media Explained
TWITTER
FACEBOOK
FOURSQURE
INSTAGRAM
YOU TUBE
LINKED IN
PINTEREST
LAST FM
GOOGLE+

I’m eating a #donut
I like donuts
This is where I eat donuts
Here’s a vintage photo of
my donut
Here I am eating a donut
My skills include donut
eating
Here’s a donut recipe
Now listening to “Donuts”
I’m a Google employee
who eats donuts.

Simple!

Christmas cakes and mints are at
the usual venues and are a simple
way in which you can support your
local Lions club. Again, on the June
long weekend we will be staffing the
driver reviver station at the medical
centre. Come along for a chat and a
warm cup of tea or coffee.
Lorraine has just returned from the
tour to the national convention in
Townsville. This trip marked the 15th
such trip organised by Lorraine which
is a sterling effort in bringing likeminded people together to meet new
friends and re-establish old ones.
Charter member Rob Griffiths, who
is known to many, finds himself in
hospital recovering from a recent
incident. I am sure that he would
welcome visitors, as hospitals can be
a lonely place.
Your local lions are always keen to
find new members and please take
time to consider if you would like
to join the local group. We can only
continue to serve the community
with a strong membership.
Recycling Coming Soon – Watch this
space for more details.
Of course we are
continuing to collect
unused spectacles so
they can be sent to
developing countries
to assist those in
need. The glasses can be left at the
medical centre and other collection
points around town. Until next
time….
Helen Mairinger
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How to avoid identity theft 		
		when you travel
It’s one thing to guard against being
mugged when you travel but having
to use public and hotel wifi as well as
carrying personal documents, such as
passports, and having to use your credit
card in strange places also makes you
vulnerable to identity theft.

5. Use a special ‘holiday’ email address

But these 10 tips should go a long way to
protecting you from having your identity
stolen when abroad.

6. Steer clear of generic ATMs

1. Minimise your wallet or purse
contents
If you don’t need it, unpack it. If you’re
overseas, leave your Medicare card at
home, as well as any bank statements, ID
cards, and bank statements or receipts.
When you go out, only take the cards
you’ll need. This may be your driver’s
licence and a credit card. Even better
would to leave your credit card at home
and use a cash passport instead.
2. Don’t leave documents laying around
Back at your hotel room, you should
pack away any documents that contain
personal information. This may include
your passport, cheque books, banking
information, itineraries and tickets. Lock
them in the safe, hide them in your bag
or take them to the front desk and ask for
them to be locked away in the hotel safe.
3. Take care when using shared wifi
Using shared connections, such as hotel
and public wifi at cafés and bars, often
cannot be avoided when you’re on
holiday. However, unless it’s absolutely
necessary, you should avoid logging into
your online banking, email accounts
or making online payments when using
public wifi. Most of the time, you’ll see a
warning saying something along the lines
of: “This connection is unsecured and
others may see your information.” If this
message pops up, be extra vigilant of the
information you relay.
To go one step further, you could
always use a clever plugin called HTTPS
Everywhere when you’re using your own
computer on shared wifi, try Authentic8
when using shared computers, or follow
our tips for stying safe when using public
wifi.
4. Clean up your digital footprint
If using public computers, always clear
your history after an internet session,
especially after using social media
platforms such as Facebook and LinkedIn.
Check out how to clear your browser
history and empty your cache on our
handy tech pages.

Head to Gmail and create a special email
address that you use when you travel.
That way, you’ll never have to log in to
your personal or work emails, leaving
them exposed to hackers and other
scammers.
Only use ATMs bank or major financial
institutions, as they are more secure and
checked more often for card readers and
other tech traps set up by scammers.
7. Keep an eye on your credit
statements
For peace of mind, find a secure internet
connection and regularly check your
credit card and bank statements while
you’re on holiday. Thieves using RFID
scanners can access your credit card,
using it to make purchases – often in
multiples of smaller transactions rather
than large ones – and relying on the
fact that you probably won’t check your
account statements until you’re back at
home. This gives them ample time to rack
up quite a bill before being caught.
8. Secure your smartphone
You probably don’t realise it, but if you’re
a Facebook user on your smartphone or
device, it will keep you logged in and
if this device is stolen, scammers and
thieves could easily access a lot of your
personal information just by picking up
your phone. Same goes for eBay and any
apps that access PayPal, credit cards or
your bank accounts.
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Triva Questions:(answers on page 13)
(with thanks to Michael Wolstenholme)

1.

Which make and model car was
US President John F Kennedy
travelling in when he was
assassinated?

2.

In the children’s nursery rhyme,
where was ‘The Cock Horse’ ridden
to?

3.

In the UK television series
‘Absolutely Fabulous’, what is
Edina’s surname?

4.

Who wrote ‘Black Beauty’?

5.

Who said, “Retirement at sixty-five
is ridiculous. When I was sixty-five
I still had pimples.”

6.

Where in Europe has the House of
Grimaldi ruled since 1927?

7.

What does the fashion label DKNY
stand for?

8.

Which city’s airport is the
largest in passenger and aircraft
movement in Latin America?

9.

Who created the police force in
Britain

10. What is the title of Spencer Tracy’s
last film?
11. Paddington Bear is supposedly
native to which country?
12. Who was elected Prime Minister of
Australia in March 1983?

Before you travel, make sure you have
a secure password for your phone.
Also, you may wish to consider deleting
any sensitive apps, such as your online
banking, social media and online retail
apps that offer instant payment systems.
9. Change your login details
There are two ways you can go about this:
before you go, you could change your
passwords and PINS for all your banking,
social media and other online sites linked
to your banking or PayPal, or you could do
it once you return.
10. Check again
Once you’re back on home soil, check all
your banking and credit statements, and
PayPal, eBay and Amazon for unknown
transactions, as well as your insurance
statements for mysterious claims.
An excerpt from “YourLifeChoices Simplifying retirement”

Trivia is held on the second Tuesday of
every month at

The Friendly Inn
7:30 p.m. start
$5 donation to Alzheimer’s.
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Nowra. This was a great opportunity for
three of our trainee crew leaders to gain
experience and time on an active fire.

April - May call outs
Just three call outs over the last month to
report on:
1st call was to investigate a reported
fire on Mackays Rd but upon investigation
was found to be a controlled burn by the
resident. The fire was burning into some
standing trees which was causing concern
for passing motorists but after clearing a
safe area around the fire it was left in the
hands of the owner to continue.
2nd call was to an MVA which turned
out to be two separate accidents both
on Barrengarry Mountain in slippery
conditions due to light rain in which
two utes had left the road. We called in
assistance from Cambewarra brigade as
we were down on truck drivers due to
various reasons and just turned out in our
Cat 1 tanker.
3rd call was to a reported possible
structure fire in the Pioneer hotel units
which prompted a big response with all
three KV trucks turning out along with
responses from Shoalhaven Heads and
Cambewarra brigades, NSW Police and
Ambulance. Once we arrived on scene it
was determined that it was a landholder
above the town that was conducting a
large pile burn which was burning in a
safe location and no action was taken.
The landholder had contacted Shoalhaven
Fire Control as required but this does not
detail on what day the fire was due to be
lit. It only details that it will occur over
a period of a month or so, which tends to
lead to a number of false alarms called in
especially where no exact address is able
to be provided to 000.

A big effort by a large number of KV
brigade members and also Beaumont RFB
to make their time available to carry out
these important hazard reductions, giving
up weekends and work time on top of
the time they normally make themselves
available for emergency call outs.

Angus blacking out at Crams Rd

Jaxon geared up and ready for work

Station News
The station extensions have kicked off
quickly. The initial demolition and slab
construction phase is well under way with
most earthworks already completed and
the slab being poured. The station will be
closed over the construction phase with
the trucks housed in several locations
around the valley so response times
and availability for fire calls will not be
affected which has been shown with quick
responses to calls over the last month.

The fit out costs will include things like
construction of equipment racks and gear
lockers as well as purchase of white goods
for laundry and kitchen, computing and
media equipment as well as additional
furniture for office and meeting areas.

Fire Permits

Additional truck bay taking shape

An important Hazard reduction burn was
carried out directly behind the Pioneer
Farm Museum to reduce fuel loads and
help provide an asset protection zone in
the event of a major wildfire. The area
totalled approx. 10Ha and was carried
out over two days with only a limited
opportunity during both days when the
conditions where suitable to carry out the
operations due to fog and humidity.

The brigade also supplied crews and
two trucks; our Cat 1 & Cat 7 Bravo
to assist West Nowra RFS with a 20Ha
hazard reduction at Crams Rd in North

that have been raised over the years
towards the construction cost.

All donations to the brigade are fully
tax deductible and a tax receipt will be
available.

Hazard Reductions

These hazard reductions can only be
carried out after approvals are signed
off by all concerned agencies taking
into account ecological surveys and
are subject to strict conditions relating
to temperature, wind etc. to provide
a controlled low intensity burn with
minimal impact.

Steve lighting up at Pioneer Farm

The Bush Fire Danger Period is officially
over and therefore permits are no longer
required, however if you are intending
to have a fire you must give the RFS and
your neighbours 24 hours’ notice prior
to burning. You can contact the office
in Nowra Monday - Friday between 8am
and 5pm on 4424 4424, who will register
your information with your intention to
burn to try to minimise the amount of
unnecessary callouts for members.
Training

Bathrooms and meeting areas

Please note that the station landline will
not be monitored over this time and any
fire calls should be made direct to 000.
As a one off request the brigade will be
sending out a special donation letter
seeking monetary donations to assist
with the fit out costs of the station
once completed. The NSW RFS will
meet the construction costs of the
station renovations along with a sizeable
contribution from the brigades own funds

Our four new trainee crew leaders are
working their way through the training
course and have been getting some
valuable time leading crews whilst under
supervision, especially at the planned
hazard reductions and also running
smaller pile burns that we have started
to get back into over the cooler winter
months for residents that have contacted
us looking for assistance.
Also Gary Mathews has commenced his
Remote Area Training and is looking to
become part of the Shoalhaven Remote
Area Fire Team (RAFT) once he has
completed this.
Dusty
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Calling all singers

Page 9

our workshop choir will sing in the course
of the weekend and we will soon be
distributing this music to each registered
participant.
This year, Sam will be concentrating on
intonation (singing in tune), tuning of
chords, and choral blend of sound. He will
also be taking the participants through
various warmup routines to ensure that
each voice is ready for the rigours of
intensive rehearsing and practice.
The cost of the workshop is $70 for
individuals, and $60 per person for group
bookings of 10 or more. The cost covers
the workshop plus morning and afternoon
teas and a light lunch on Sunday.
We would particularly like to hear from
male singers as we are usually short of
tenors and basses.

He who sings scares away his woes. Miguel de Cervantes (1547-1616)
The 2018 Arts in the Valley Choral
Workshop “The Valley Sings” will be
held on the weekend of 21-22 July at
the Kangaroo Valley Community Hall
commencing at 10.00am each day.
Already a large number of registrations

have been received and the weekend
promises to be a wonderful experience
for all.
Sam Allchurch, who will once again
direct the workshop from the podium,
is currently choosing the repertoire that

Once again, the workshop will conclude
with a free concert at 3.00pm on Sunday
22nd. Members of the Kangaroo Valley
community and friends of participants are
invited to come along and share in the
musical achievements of the singers.
To register for this event, go to
artsinthevalley.net.au
I look forward to seeing you at the
workshop.
Robert Constable
Choral Workshop Director
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An Indian Wedding
This is a continuation of Simon
Harrington’s account of his visit to Goa.
The first part appeared in the May Voice.
The first event relating to the wedding
was a dinner hosted by Rachana’s (the
bride’s) father. It was for his immediate
family, and Max’s more extended family.
No expense was spared and the food and
beverages came at a frighteningly rapid
pace. Honour, of course had to be done,
and very little remained. It was a great
way for the two families to get to know
each other.
We all donned our first set of Indian
finery for the second event, a welcome
reception. I think we all felt a little
self-conscious in our new garments, but
the final effect was pretty impressive,
and the clothes we had chosen proved
perfectly appropriate.
The ladies all went off and had their
hands henna’d, although Kathy made a
bee-line for the fortune teller before
having her hands done. There was also a
table that seemed to have enough bangles
of all colours for the ladies all to have

covered one of their forearms. The ladies
could help themselves.
After a few hours of intermingling,
especially with Rachana’s family, we were
all set to call it a night, but Max asked
us to stay a little longer as there was to
be a singing performance, and they had
also arranged a cake for Veena (Rachana’s
mother) as it was her birthday. I’m glad
we did. The singing was nothing like I
had heard or seen before, and Veena was
obviously very touched that her birthday
hadn’t been forgotten in the frenzy that
was the wedding.
The formal wedding was the following day.
I apologise to those who are more expert

than me in Hindu traditions if I have any
of this wrong, but my understanding of
what occurred is as follows.
The wedding commenced with the
Groom’s Parade and Welcome (Baaraat,
Swagatam and Madhurparka). After the
groom’s family and friends assembled we
milled around for about 20 minutes with a
four piece band belting out Indian music.
Finally Max mounted a very old and
rickety bike and off we trouped, cheering
and singing (well sort of). We arrived at
the hotel gates where we were greeted
by Rachana’s family and friends (but not
Rachana). Lots of hollering, whooping and
prancing ensued with the music becoming
more and more frantic. The groups

RIVERSDALE
WINTER
CONCERTS

Experience Australian masters
of classical, contemporary
and baroque music by the
Shoalhaven River.
(Above) Simon Tedeschi by Cole Bennetts

Simon Tedeschi and
Roger Benedict

SUNDAY 24 JUNE

1pm for 2.30pm Concert
RIVERSDALE
170 Riversdale Road, Illaroo
Café & bar on-site

Quality panels & inverters.
Bookings Essential

On grid, oﬀ grid & hybrid.
FREE assessments, site visits & quotes.
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intermingled and ended up with Max
being shouldered by some of Rachana’s
family and the two families doing an
Indian version of Zorba together.
Max was then escorted to the wedding
site. We waited some 20 minutes for
Rachana to appear. When she did, the
bride and groom stood facing each
other with a sheet between them. It
was suddenly dropped and they threw
garlands over each other. This was the
Mangalashtak and Jai Mala.
The next phase was the Kanyadaan,
which is when the Bride is given away.
In this, the groom’s scarf is tied to the
bride’s. My sister, as the senior female
in Max’s family, had that honour. This
was followed by the Groom’s Promise
or Mangalya Dharana and Sindhoor. Max
draped a sacred necklace around Rachana
and placed a sindhoor on her forehead
(the red dot that’s the mark of a married
woman in Hinduism).
The fifth part of the ceremony was the
Vivaha Homa and Mangal Phera, or Sacred
Fire. A fire is lit to witness and bless the
union. Rachana and Max circled the fire
seven times chanting mantras for a long
and happy union.

draw breath for minutes at a time. I was
a little worried about the sacred fire. It
was a pretty small stage on which it was
performed and the bridal couple’s clothes
had a tendency to billow. But it all went
off brilliantly in many senses of that
word.
After the inevitable group photos we were
ushered to lunch. In some ways it was
the most unusual part of the celebrations
for Westerners. Firstly the custom is that
for this meal the bridal family, who were
the hosts, didn’t join us in eating – they
waited until everyone had had their fill.
It was vegetarian, and no cutlery was
provided we ate everything including
rice and similar small particle food off
banana leaves. As we ate, the hosts
wandered from guest to guest making
sure everything was in order.
The outside setting for the evening feast
was superb. There were a number of
speeches, but the stars of the evening
were two of Rachana’s friends who spoke
hilariously about Rachana from her
primary school days up to the present day.
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They had obviously practised the routine a
few times. It ended up with a whole lot of
their friends joining them in the routine. I
was impressed. It was a wonderful evening
that went long into the night, although we
retired earlier than most.
The next day was our final day in Goa.
Late in the morning we bade farewell to
a pretty tired wedding party. The rest
of the day was spent packing, paying
accounts and thanking the hotel staff who
had been so hospitable.
We had our final beach shack meal early
that evening. It was a little sad to know
that this would be the last night to enjoy
such an event. We splurged a little and
had a couple of bottles of quite reasonable
wine as well as our favourite dishes. It was
a great way to finish off our visit.
			

Simon Harrington

Afterwards there was dancing. The
“bridal waltz” was right out of Bollywood.

The penultimate part of the ceremony
was the Saptha Padi or Seven Steps. They
took the steps together, the symbolism of
each step being:
•

An invocation of God for the
plentitude of food and nourishment

•

A prayer for mental and physical
strength

•

A fulfilment of spiritual obligations
and duties

•

An attainment of happiness in all
walks of life

•

A blessing for strong and virtuous
children

•

A prayer for longevity and bountiful
seasons together

•

A prayer for true companionship filled
with understanding, unity and loyalty.

The last phase was the Final Blessing, or
Aashirwad.
The colours and decorations were
dazzling. The Hindu Priest’s chanting was
almost mesmerising; he didn’t seem to

environmental contracting, garden management,
landscape design & construction, permaculture design

Ryan 0409 743 828 & Katie 0424 236 235
www.mountainecho.com.au
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The Chamber of Tourism and Commerce,
Yes! I know it’s a mouthful. But, just
think KVCTC, it rolls off the tougue
more easily.
I would venture that this organisation
is the oldest community group still
functioning. Happy to be challenged on
that point, as perhaps the Tennis club
would take that honour.
Why do we exist?
We represent business in the Valley and
are recognized as such by Shoalhaven
Council. We hope to keep businesses
across current issues, and take leadership
where required.

•

We made submission to the NSW
enquiry into Short term holiday
leasing, aka Airbnb enquiry.

•

We developed a Bush fire survival
plan in conjunction with the KV RFS
for all our businesses.

•

We have our VIB to maintain which
distributes maps and brochures
to visitors, this is due for a
refurbishment. oops that’s a work in
progress

•

We noticed prior to Easter the
Asbestos removal signage was still
on display at Bill’s Servo, so ensured
they were removed as that part of
the job was complete.

What do we do?
We’re busy! We all run our own businesses
and then spend time together or
singularly to research and make decisions
to put in place ideas to help local
business.
What have we done recently?
•

The visitkangaroovalley website is our
number one tool to assist visitors to
find KV. This needs constant updating
and tweaking. Thanks Bruce Martin
for your excellent work.

•

particularly regarding the signage
at the Berry bypass southern off
ramp. We’ve all missed the turnoff
once or twice, but after much
consideration, we believe visitors
from the North are safer to proceed
to the Bomaderry roundabout and
use Cambewarra Mtn, at a 10 minute
time difference, BUT we have asked
that the signage be changed to
indicate that Kangaroo Valley Rd
leads to KV not Wollongong. That’s a
wait and see!
•

We have a KVCTC member poised to
reinvigorate the planter pots

•

We have engaged Savvy Sally to post
on Social media. Her posts are to
reflect the beauty of the Valley, and
current events and issues. Sally has
great vision and we’re thrilled with
her work

•

We support local
events, ie the Folk
festival and A&H show
.

•

The KVCTC is keen
for KV to be seen as
a ‘Green destination’
and as such we are
reinvigorating our 10
year old Green Kangaroo program
(btw the oldest such scheme in
Australia) and supporting the ‘Plastic
Straw free’ initiative. We are
distributing 10,000 paper straws to
all food and beverage outlets to that
end.

•

We are concerned about the wildlife
carnage on our local roads and
keen to do what we can. Savvy
Sally makes bi weekly posts to alert
visitors and we are encouraging our
accommodation members to make
their guests aware.

We have been chatting to the RMS,

Which bag best describes you?
Trash

•
•
•
•

Green

literally 100% trash
•
bit of a cheapskate
breaks under pressure •
always getting roasted
in the group chat
•
•

Paper

•
•
•
•

Chill

cares about the
environment
never forgets the
reusable shopping bags
girl next door
quiet and humble af

has a candle collection
extremely complicated coffee order
brunch GURU
gets a bit wild on the wine

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

the chillest person
always has the munchies
perpetual winter body
calls dogs “good b o i s”
can be oblivious af

Grandma

wholesome and innocent
prepared for every possible scenario
will literally murder anyone who
hurts you

Our next meeting May 30 we will have
Coralie Bell, Shoalhaven’s tourism
manager to speak and answer questions.
This column aims to keep you posted.
Alison Baker
President
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Say No to the straw!
Plastic straw free forum report

Answers to Trivia questions from
page 7
1.

Ford Lincoln

2.

Banbury Cross

3.

Monsoon

4.

Anna Sewell

5.

George Burns

6.

Monaco

7.

Donna Karan New York

8.

Mexico City (Benito Juarez)

9.

Sir Robert Peel in 1829 (The
nickname Bobbies came from his
first name)

Michelle (Centaur Packaging), Chris (Heart Spring), Sam Rodden and Alison Baker

10. Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner

When Sam Rodden, Manager of the
Friendly Inn, declared over Social media
that the Friendly Inn would go Plastic
Straw free, and encouraged others to
do so, it was ‘game on’. I’m passionate
about all things wasteful, and the
KVCTC is currently recharging the Green
Kangaroo and Green Butler programs,
available to all community members.

11. Peru

So, where to from here?
Can Kangaroo Valley be ‘Plastic Straw
free’? “Of course!” Might be the
resounding response from our community
and I agree. In fact I think many would
say we should be talking about single use
plastic free!
One step at a time.
Many of our retailers were already on
their own journey to eliminate plastic,
so it was decided a forum would be a
great start. May 9 at 5pm at The Friendly
Inn, saw an enthusiastic audience of
community members hear from Michelle
at Centaur packaging, Chris from Heart
Spring, Katrina from Boomerang bags in
Berry and Fiona Schreurs from the waste
department at Shoalhaven council.
There is no doubt we came away much
better informed, if not a little confused.
Sometimes it’s not straight forward as
to the ‘right thing’. We did confirm that
degradable, is not the best way forward,
as the plastic only breaks into smaller
plastic. Compostable and biodegradable
product often requires temperatures
greater than your backyard compost, but
ultimately will break down.
The best way forward will always be
to reduce, and therefore remember to
ask that your drink doesn’t come with a
straw. Say No to the straw.

Michelle, was encouraging about costings,
as past experience indicates paper straws
will soon enough be a similar cost to
present day plastic straws.

12. Bob Hawke

Where to from here?
The meeting unanimously agreed
that Kangaroo Valley should eliminate
plastic straws, thereby prioritising the
environment over convenience and cost.
The first steps are to not offer nor ask
for a straw where possible. Then to use
paper straws as the best alternative. The
KVCTC is distributing 10,000 paper straws
to businesses that need to offer a straw
to assist in this transition. We know that
the KV Folk festival and KV A&H show
are supportive, and Council gives us the
perfect focus, with the upcoming Plastic
Free July.
This is also a great reminder that our
town is plastic (shopping) bag free and
has been for a decade. Retailers have
been offering paper bags, at a cost of
40cents, and appreciate it when we
bring our own shopping bags. Katrina
was inspirational when she spoke of
the Boomerang bags initiative in Berry,
although this movement is much more
widely spread. She spoke of the passion
of the community of bag makers, inspiring
us to support such a group in KV, perhaps
accommodation providers could ensure
their guests have similar for their stay in
the Valley, with a note to Say No to the
straw.
I’m confident that we can be Plastic Wise
working towards Plastic Straw free, and
eventually Single use Plastic Free; it’s our
responsibility to our children.
Alison Baker
President KVCTC

Don’t Forget!
Trivia is held on the second Tuesday of
every month at

The Friendly Inn
7:30 p.m. start
$5 donation to Alzheimer’s.

FOR SALE

Number Plates

Perfect for your business

$1000 donation to KV
Public School from
proceeds of sale

Ph: 0416 197 575
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with some yummy samples, much to our
delight.

Contributing to the

Beautiful conditions offered the perfect
day for a walk at Bugong led by Adam and
Ba Acworth for our monthly walk.

July Voice?
Deadline for articles: 20th June

The walk was in two parts, the first taking
us along a bush trail for approximately
5kms. The 5kms seemed to pass quickly
as we walked along chatting happily and
feeling very relaxed.

Deadline for Ads: 15th June
Please send all content to

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
or call 0414 884 833 to book your space.

We headed back to Adam and Ba’s house
where we enjoyed our packed lunches
and each others company. A tour of
their terrific veggie patch had us leaving

Please note, submissions received after
the published deadline may miss the
opportunity to be published.

The second part of our walk was shorter
however much more dramatic. The path
led us to outcroppings of massive boulders
and rocks, part of the escarpment, where
we were rewarded with magnificent
expansive views over Kangaroo Valley and
the eastern side of the escarpment. A
reminder of just how special this area is.
A wonderful walk, in great company, with
magnificent views on a gorgeous day.
What more could you ask for?
Looking forward to next month.
Fran Pritchard

PUBLIC NOTICE
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) are
conducting a 1080 fox baiting program in the Kangaroo
Valley, Budgong and Illaroo areas for the protection of
the Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby. The baiting is
conducted on various private properties, Council Reserves,
NPWS estate, WaterNSW estate and vacant Crown land. In
addition, in response to increased wild dog activity 1080 wild
dog baiting is also being undertaken within NPWS estate.
All bait stations in this program are permanently baited
throughout the year. Therefore, these properties will have
poison on them from today right through to 30th June 2018.
This baiting will be conducting using both 1080 buried baits
and 1080 (above ground) ejector devices at the bait station
locations. Do not touch any bait or ejector devices. Each
property being baited is sign posted with the baiting dates
and which baiting methods are being used. Dog owners are
reminded to ensure their pets do not wander. 1080 is lethal
to domestic dogs and cats.
A map indicating the approximate location of each bait
station is being hosted on the Friends of the Brush-tailed
Rock-wallaby website at www.rockwallaby.org.au. For any
further information please contact Melinda Norton at the
NPWS Illawarra Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy Falls on
(02) 4887 8244.

The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered FREE to all house and land holders
within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
(*Subscription to the Voice for those outside the mountain boundaries is available at a cost of $30 per year, from 1 July)
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.

Please tick the appropriate box:
Your details:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
SUBSCRIPTION
Name:

I HAVE PURCHASED A NEW PROPERTY
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Address:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Post Code:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Postal address:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Send to Kangaroo Valley Voice, Mark Price, Distribution Office, PO Box 6079 Kangaroo Valley • email to kvv.treasurer@gmail.com
If you wish to advertise or have a story to tell, please email thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Acreage in the Village

120 Acres

3

2

5

1.2 Acres

Just Listed

3

1

4.7 Acres

24 Hillcrest View Lane, Kangaroo Valley

23 Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley

587 Mount Scanzi Rd, Kangaroo Valley

Stunning Horse Property & More
Price $1,950,000 - $2,100,000

Brill lil’ Acreage
Price $965,000 - $1,015,000

Ferndale in the Forest
Price $1,025,000 - $1,125,000

Quality Village Living

3

2

769sqm

Expansive Acreage

274 Acres

Inspect & Explore

5

4

7

103 Acres

9 Brooks Lane, Kangaroo Valley

Lots 63 Etc, Mount Scanzi Rd, Kangaroo Valley

41 Old Bendeela Rd, Kangaroo Valley

In Vogue & In the Village
Price $825,000 to $875,000

Own Your Own Mountain - Literally!
Price $1,500,000

Exceptional Valley Living
Price $2,500,000

Some kind words from my happy clients...
“Highly recommended! - Frank convinced us he would be able to get a much higher price that we had envisaged - which
he consequently achieved in a very short space of time! Being a resident there himself, he knows the market in Kangaroo
Valley very well so his local knowledge was invaluable. He put a lot of effort into the sale, holding a number of open
houses & was able to present us with a number of offers from interested parties. His negotiation & communication skills
were first-class & we were very pleased with the final outcome. We would highly recommend Frank if you are looking at
selling your property.”
Gail & Brad Dolphin – Kangaroo Valley

Understands the role of an agent & aims to
deliver above & beyond!
Please call me for an Obligation Free Market Appraisal.
Frank Barker
0456 555 422

frank.barker@sh.rh.com.au

Southern Highlands
Moss Vale Office

rh.com.au/southernhighlands
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Arts in the Valley, a treat for the senses

June 2018

The Sunday concert was very different
but again pure joy. We started by listening
to Ross Edwards being interviewed by
Peter Thompson. What a pleasure it was
to sit so close and personal to this kind
of interview and to hear Ross’ story and
explanation of his wonderful music.
We were then treated to the musical
interpretation that Ross’ compositions
so perfectly and evocatively reflect the
mystery and spirit of our Australian wild
places. These were played by brilliant
cellist David Pareira, violinist Anna
McMichael, pianist Tamara-Anna Cislowska
and the extraordinary voice of countertenor Tobias Cole.
Although all this music was modern in its
creation, none of it was the discordant
intellectual sound that so many modern
composers seem to write which to me is
rather like some of the contemporary art
that appeals to an academic few and both
seem akin to a bus crash!

A selfie by Toby Cole. L-R Toby Cole, Belinda Webster, Sandy Evans, David Pereira, Paul Grabowsky

What a treat there was in store for those
of us lucky enough to attend the Arts in
the Valley concerts on the 5th and 6th
of May. The first thing we saw when we
came into the Kangaroo Valley hall was
the beautiful grand piano standing on our
makeshift stage which immediately filled
us with anticipation, knowing we were to
hear two great pianists over the weekend.
The first concert on Saturday was
described as a jazz concert so I expect
we would be forgiven for imagining a
toe tapping trad jazz style of playing
but no, we were treated instead to
some magnificent playing of the sax and
piano almost singing to each other. Paul
Grabowsky must have used every note
on the keyboard, and as if they were not
enough, he almost climbed into the piano

to pluck the strings inside. It was fun and
exciting to watch. Playing with him was
the beautiful soulful sound of saxophone
played brilliantly by Sandy Evans which
was such a foil to Paul’s energetic hi-jinx
on the piano.
The joy of going to house concerts and
those performances held in small venues
like the hall, is the feeling of intimacy
and participation it gives you. These
days, orchestral concerts in big, grand
concert halls have in many ways become
a snobbish elitist privilege. What joy it is
for us in Kangaroo Valley to be fortunate
enough to have such outstanding
musicians happy to play for us in our hall
when only last week they might have
been performing in the Sydney Opera
House or the Carnegie Hall.

Thank you to the Arts in The Valley
committee for giving us the opportunity
to hear and meet such great musicians
and composers and for challenging us a
little to listen to more than the familiar
classical genres.
It is sad to hear that Belinda Webster
has resigned from the committee. She,
along with Elizabeth George (deceased)
were the instigators of Arts in the Valley.
What a great job she has done over the
years not only because of her contacts in
the industry and her extensive musical
knowledge but also in encouraging us
to listen to genres of which many of us
have been unfamiliar. Thank you Belinda
for the opportunity to hear such a broad
variety of music performed for us by the
best musicians in the land. We will miss
your input.
Ba Acworth
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SeRenaTa SeRieS 2018

THe STReeTon TRio
piano TRio

pieRS Lane
piano

TaSMin LiTTLe - vioLin TiMoTHy ConSTabLe
pieRS Lane - piano
peRCuSSion

Music of Ravel, Haydn,
Sdraulig, Say and
Schoenfield

Candlelight recital of
all 21 nocturnes by
Frederic Chopin

Music for violin and piano
of Franck, Ravel, brahms,
Schubert, Szymanowski
and Kats Chernin

Music of J S bach (violin sonata
in C, bWv 1005, arranged for
marimba by Timothy Constable),
Wesley-Smith, Smadbeck, Korean
traditional percussion music

Date: Sunday 12 August
Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Interval: Yarrawa Estate wines
and finger food**

Date: Saturday 8 September
Time: 5.00pm - 8.00pm
Extended interval: Five course
high tea with Yarrawa Estate
wines**
Tickets $110*

Date: Sunday 14 October
Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Interval: Yarrawa Estate wines
and finger food**

Date: Sunday 11 November
Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Interval: Yarrawa Estate wines
and finger food**

Tickets $80*

Tickets $80*

Tickets $80*

all audience members have the opportunity to have a glass of wine with the performers after the concert.

*a subscription for all concerts in the series is $305.00 ($70 each for concerts 1, 3 and 4 and $95 for concert 2).
**each ticket price includes interval refreshments for the concert to which that ticket applies.
SuppoRTeRS:

Serenata, 5 Keoghs Road, Kangaroo valley 2577 nSW
Ticket sales: www.serenataseries.com.au
Telephone enquiries: (02) 4465 1012
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Origin looking at potential expansion of the
Shoalhaven Pump Storage Hydro Plant

Above: Fitzroy Falls Canal and Pipeline
structure (with Fitzroy Falls in background)
Below: The Shoalhaven team at the Kangaroo
Valley Pumping and Power Station

Kangaroo Valley Pumping and Power Station on the edge of Bendeela Pondage.

The Shoalhaven pump storage hydro
plant plays an important role in
providing efficient and reliable energy
to many thousands of NSW residents.
Consisting of two separate combined
pumping and generating stations located
at Bendeela and Kangaroo Valley, the
stations were first commissioned in 1977
and has an overall generating capacity
of 240MW. The stations are supplied
with water stored between Fitzroy Falls
Reservoir, Bendeela Pondage and Lake
Yarrunga.
The Shoalhaven pump storage hydro plant
will play an increasingly important role
as we shift to more renewable energy
sources. As we become more reliant on
solar and wind, storage systems such as
pumped hydro and batteries are required
to provide energy during the afternoon

and evenings.
Shoalhaven
complements
renewable energy
by pumping water
up-hill when
these sources
are plentiful, then releasing water
to generate electricity when there’s
no sun or the wind isn’t blowing. The
beauty of pump storage hydro facilities
like Shoalhaven is that they act like
giant batteries. Electricity generated
at Shoalhaven is dispatched into the
National Electricity Grid in just over 3
minutes, making it quicker than any of
Origin’s other generation plants around
the country.
Some people may not realise that
when the Shoalhaven Scheme was first

designed back in the late 1960s a larger
pump hydro plant was envisaged. During
construction in the 1970s, space was set
aside for additional generation units and
pipelines, with no new transmission lines,
change to existing dams or construction
of new dams required for expansion. The
stage 2 expansion was originally planned
for the 1990s, but was never completed.
In late 2017 Origin conducted a prefeasibility assessment of several
expansion options. This was a largely
desked based assessment that examined
available technology, water flow rates,
generating capability and costs. Shortly
we hope to conduct a much more detailed
full feasibility assessment of a preferred
option.
The team at Shoalhaven know they live
and work is one of the most beautiful
parts of the country. We’re keen to make
sure we continue operating without
impacts on the local community or
environment, much as we have for the
past 40 years.

LINCOLN CONSTRUCTIONS
KANGAROO VALLEY BUILDING
Lincoln O’Toole
Builder
lincolnotoole@icloud.com

11 Cullen Cres
Kangaroo Valley

0414 551 648

We will be on the ground to talk to
the community when we have more
information about our expansion
feasibility work program. In the
meantime, keep an eye out for updates to
our website (www.originenergy.com.au/
shoalhaven) or feel free to contact Tania
in our community relations team on 1800
465 719 should you have any questions
about our operations or plans.
Mark Feeney
Shoalhaven Power Station Manager
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Sharmans Earthmoving

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

4465 1177

Tania Sharman
0409 289 123
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The May luncheon meeting was well
attended with members and guests. Two
of our guests joined as new members of
VIEW; Mary McIntyre, a long time valley
resident and Gudula Dornseifer a new
member of our community.
Our guest speaker was Pat Joyce from
the Seniors Rights Service. Their motto is
‘Your rights. Your voice.’ Their services
are free and confidential. They receive
funding from the Commonwealth Dept.
of Health, NSW Fair Trading, Legal Aid
NSW, Family and Community Services NSW
and Commonwealth Attorney General’s
Department.
The services offered have three aspects.
Legal Services. Legal advice is available
to older people in NSW. The Senior Rights
Service offers a comprehensive referral
service and can provide legal assistance
for financially and socially disadvantaged
people in the community.
Advice is available for consumer rights,
human rights/elder abuse, financial
exploitation and planning for later life.
Their Retirement Village legal service
provides advice for residents on issues
arising from disputes.
Legal Aid NSW produces brochures for
their Older Persons’ Legal and Education
program. See lawaccess.nsw.gov.au or
tars.com.au. Brochure titles include
‘Moving in with Family’, ’Helping family
financially’, ‘Who will decide if you
can’t decide for yourself’, ’Moving into
a granny flat’ and ‘Are you experiencing
violence or abuse’.

June 2018

Advocacy. Available for all recipients
of Commonwealth funded aged-care
services. The Senior Rights Service
advocates by providing information about
rights and responsibilities, listens to
concerns and helps to resolve problems
and complaints with aged care service
providers. They will speak to the service
provider on your behalf and refer to other
agencies where necessary.
Education. Education sessions are held
at community and professional events
targeting a diverse range of older people.
Seniors Rights Service:
Phone (02) 9281 3600 1800 424 079
Email: info@seniorsrightsservice.org.au
Website: seniorsrightsservice.org
Office hours Mon to Fri 9am to 4.30pm
While it all seemed a bit depressing as
we were contemplating all the things
that can go wrong and bringing into our
minds how we would wish to manage
age-related care issues, the positive bits
were the stories Pat told us of the help
they have given to people and the fact
that there are places we can go to seek
this help if we were to need it. It was
reassuring to hear that protocols are in
place to help people in difficult situations
and there are lots of different agencies
with help available to those who may
need it.
There are 900 aged-care homes in NSW.
The Senior Rights Service visits these at
least once every 3 years so that anyone
in care can get access to an independent
advocate.
Pat emphasised that important things for
us to have in place are Wills so that it is
clear how you want your estate shared
after your death. While you are alive you
can nominate one or more trusted people
to have Enduring Guardianship. This
enables them to make heath decisions for

you according to your wishes if you are
unable to state your wishes yourself.
Also while you are alive Power of Attorney
can be given to one or more trusted
people to administer your financial
affairs.
My parents entrusted me with a Power
of Attorney. An example of why this can
be a good thing is that it made dealing
with banking issues easy when my mother
was physically unable to go to the bank. I
was able to facilitate many issues simply
because I had Power of Attorney. (It did
not give me any say in my parents’ health
choices or enable me to put them in a
nursing home). Power of Attorney ceases
at your death.
Like a lot of people I have been
involved in care for older relatives. I
have dealt with retirement villages,
hostel accommodation, nursing home
accommodation, respite care and inhome care. Every person needing care is
different with individual problems and
needs. Most of all, everyone wants to stay
in their own home. But this is not always
a safe option for some-one. Most people
don’t know what their ageing future will
look like so it is difficult to plan. Keep
options in mind and take up necessary
changes to your lifestyle earlier rather
than later.
I have to say that I myself have met a
lot of kind, caring and dedicated people
working in the aged care industry and
have not had any bad experiences.
The next VIEW Club meeting and luncheon
will be held on Friday 8th June at Bistro
One46 -11.30am for 12 noon start.
Our guest speaker will be Linda Marquis
from the Country Education Foundation.
Members please phone Jeannette
Dumbrell 4465 2708 or email her at
jdumbrel@bigpond.net.au before 5 pm
on the Monday before the lunch if you
are unable to attend. It is necessary for
us to provide Bistro One46 with accurate
numbers for our luncheon otherwise our
club will be charged.
We welcome guests who wish to come to
our luncheon meeting. To find out more
please contact Jeannette Dumbrell on
4465 2708 or our President Penny Rose
4464 2384.
Jeannette Dumbrell
Publicity Officer
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Diet and Dementia
Dementia is an ‘umbrella’ term that
describes conditions in which the brain’s
normal functions deteriorate so much
that the usual tasks associated with
normal life are impaired. About 70%
of cases of dementia fit a more exact
description now known as Alzheimer’s
disease, which damages the brain. It
was first identified in 1907 by Dr Alois
Alzheimer who discovered that the
condition that now bears his name was
characterised by shrinking in the layers
of the brain that affect memory, language
and some behaviours. Dr Alzheimer also
found plaques and tangles in the brain
that stopped normal signals passing
between cells. The first symptom is
usually loss of short-term memory.
As life expectancy has increased (the
average was 54 years for men and 58 for
women in 1900 and is now just over 80
for men and almost 85 for women), the
incidence of dementia has increased.
Dementia is a diverse condition with
many degrees and facets. Researchers
throughout the world are trying to find
ways to treat and prevent it. This is
complicated by the fact that ageing itself
brings an inevitable decline in many
aspects of health, including the health of
the brain.
For this article, I will look at some of the
research into various aspects of the diet
that may help prevent dementia.
Vegetables and fruit
It’s hard to find any aspect of health that
doesn’t benefit from plenty of vegetables
and a daily intake of a couple of pieces of
fruit. In 2017, an analysis of nine studies
showed those who ate more fruit and
vegetables had a significant reduction in
their risk of cognitive impairment and
dementia. Delving into these results
further, every 100 g of fruit and vegetable
consumed each day reduced the risk by
13%, with the best results in those over 65
years of age.
Fats
Some fats clog blood vessels. We usually
consider this as a problem for blood
vessels going to the heart, but keeping
those to the brain clear of fatty deposits
is also relevant. High cholesterol levels
have been shown to be a major risk
factor for Alzheimer’s disease in those
with a particular genetic reason for the
accumulation of (bad) LDL cholesterol.
However, it seems as though the best
types of fat to consume to reduce the
risk of problems with the heart or brain
are those found in nuts such as almonds,
hazelnuts, cashews, pistachios and
peanuts (which I am aware is not a true
nut), seafood, extra virgin olive oil and

by Dr Rosemary Stanton,
OAM, Nutritionist

any fresh liquid oil (avoid old oils) and,
probably, avocado. The fats to minimise
are those found in many commercially
fried foods, fast foods, most types of
confectionery and savoury snack foods,
biscuits, cakes, pastries and meat fat.
Sugars and carbohydrates
Those with type 2 diabetes are at
greatly increased risk of dementia as
they age. Indeed, some people have
tagged dementia as type 3 diabetes.
Abnormalities in glucose metabolism that
occur in ‘pre-diabetes’ and lead to type 2
diabetes are seen in those with dementia.
Indeed, changes in blood glucose levels
occur well before dementia occurs,
but are a definite early warning sign of
dementia.
That puts sugars and highly refined
carbohydrate foods such as sugary drinks,
confectionery, cakes, biscuits, pastries,
savoury snack foods and sugary, low-fibre
breakfast cereals in the list of foods to
avoid.
However, this does not apply to
wholegrains (as found in oats,
wholewheat or rye products or wholegrain
cereals) or fruits.
Alcohol joins the list of risk factors here.
One glass of wine or a single beer is
unlikely to cause problems, but larger
amounts deprive the body of thiamin (also
called vitamin B1). And this vitamin (also
found in wholegrains) is vitally important
to keep high functioning brain cells.
Nor is there any evidence that vegetables
containing carbohydrate – such as
potatoes or sweet potatoes – pose any
risk for dementia. So it’s probably not
carbohydrate itself that is the problem,
but more likely to be when it’s consumed
in nutrient-poor highly-refined foods.
Inflammation
Dementia is accompanied by inflammatory
changes in the brain. This has always
been assumed to result from the adverse
changes that occur within the brain.
However, researchers in South Australia,
working with other specialists from the

US now believe that inflammation may
be the cause, rather than the effect, of
changes in the brain. Anti-inflammatory
compounds were previously thought
to ‘clean up’ tissue damage caused by
sticky plaque that forms in the brain
in dementia. It now looks as though
inflammation may come first, and the
tissue damage second.
This is a complex topic and many factors
lead to inflammation, including obesity.
There are also some medications that
have an anti-inflammatory effect,
including statin drugs (which many studies
show are associated with a lower risk of
dementia).
For the purposes of this article, and
because they’re most unlikely to cause
side-effects, I’m interested in foods that
have an anti-inflammatory role within the
body.
You might wonder if one of my articles
will avoid extolling the benefits of fruits
and vegetables. Possibly not! Note,
however, that other anti-inflammatory
foods include herbs, spices, nuts, fish and
extra virgin olive oil.
These foods contain hundreds of
protective compounds. Some of what
have been labelled as ‘antioxidants’
are more correctly identified as antiinflammatory compounds.
Same old, same old take home message!
It looks as though the same healthy diet
that protects against heart disease, type
2 diabetes and a number of cancers also
shows promise for protection against
dementia.
There’s no iron-clad guarantee that eating
healthily will protect us from dementia.
Bits of the body wear out – and that
includes brain cells. Many genetic factors
are also relevant and healthy habits may
not be able to overcome our genes. But
with so many health problems related
to unhealthy eating habits, and our
sedentary lifestyle, I’d say it’s worth at
least trying to take a healthy approach to
what we put into our mouths.
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Sports Report
Bowls

Golf
It was a nice day for golf when we
teed off early on Saturday 21st April
for the Stableford competition. Steve
Atkins played well and finished first
with 37 points. Kieren Callaghan, a
visitor, was second scoring 36 points and
Gordon Thomson finished third, after a
countback, with 35 points.

Winners of the Mixed Fours - Col Good, Deb Folkard, Irene and Bob Dunn.

This report covers matches of relevance
to Kangaroo Valley residents during the
period from 19 April to 19 May 2018.
The Berry Ladies Major Singles
Championship attracted five entries.
In the first round Deb Folkard defeated
Anna Stewart in a tough contest and
Denise Prentice defeated Enid Hall. Both
of these outcomes were unexpected due
to the considerable experience of their
opponents. As a result of the odd number
of entries Denise went straight into the
final. In the second round Deb Folkard
defeated Shirley Webb to win her place in
the final.
The final was played in ideal conditions
and started as a very tight game with
the score at five to four after the sixth
end. Thereafter Deb peppered the
jack consistently and ran away with
the match with a final score of 25 to
10. Congratulations Deb on becoming
the 2018 Berry Ladies Major Singles
Champion.
The Berry Ladies will be competing at the
State Carnival in Wollongong next week so
good luck to all involved.
The final round of the Men’s Pennant
competition resulted in the Berry Grade
6 team finishing in second place and the
Grade 2 team finished in fourth place.
Better luck next year boys.
In the second round of the Men’s Major
Singles Championship Adam Rigney
defeated Lindsay McNamara 31 to 21, Bob
Dunn defeated “Skippy” Chittick 31 to 27
(reported in the April edition) and Mark
Power defeated “Jingles” Chittick 31 to 26.
In social bowls held on 2 May “Jingles”
Chittick narrowly defeated Nick Nicholls
and Lindsay McNamara in a game of
“cut-throat”. In a triples match Brian
Vickery, Rob Folkard and Alan Watts

defeated Walter Garcia, Peter Webb and
Col Good. Another triples match held on
5 May resulted in a win to John Payne,
Nick Nicholls and Terry Hayes defeating
“Jingles” Chittick, David Lambert and
Alan Watts.
On 9 May a very tight contest for most of
the game (which saw the score tied on
ends seven, 11 and 15) was held between
Walter Garcia and Nick Nicholls against
Rob Folkard and Col Good. Walter and
Nick gained the ascendancy late in the
game to take the match.
In a triples match held on 16 May the
team of Peter Webb, Laurie Watson and
Bob Dunn outplayed Mick Vassallo, Tom
Froggatt and Rob Folkard. Two pairs
games were also held in which David
Minovski and Wade Eaton defeated Russell
Tulloch and Col Good. In the other match
“Jingles” Chittick and Peter Delamont
scored consistently to account for Nick
Nicholls and Mark Power.
The inaugural “Mixed Fours”
Championship was held on 19 May.
Only two teams contested this new
Championship event so there was only
one match – the final. Teams were drawn
randomly from the list of entrants with
the result that Shirley Webb, Rob Folkard,
Gillian Portener and David Badger played
against Irene Dunn, Bob Dunn, Deb
Folkard and Col Good. With six of the
eight contestants coming from Kangaroo
Valley, it was a safe bet that it was
going to be a good day for the Valley one
way or the other. Despite a tight start,
this game soon turned into a one-sided
affair. Irene, Bob, Deb and Col were all
on their game and easily won the game
24 to 12. Gillian Portener played well
in the defeated team and was a bright
light in an otherwise lack lustre side.
Congratulations to Irene, Bob, Deb and

When we turned up to play the April Medal
and Stroke competitions, on Saturday,
28th April, light rain was falling. Those
of us who know you don’t dissolve in the
rain Teed off at around 7.30am, despite
the number of starters being reduced. The
showers continued throughout the day
and the moisture in the air considerably
reduced the distance the ball carried in
flight and when it hit the ground. This
prevented any of the players making
a good score. Ron Bower won both the
Medal and Stroke competitions with a
Nett 83 stroke core. Gordon Thomson was
second and Cameron Robertson, a visitor,
was third. Gordon beat Cameron on a
countback as both finished with Nett 84s.
A cold, but sunny, morning greeted us
on Saturday 5th May when we arrived for
the Stableford comp. The conditions for
golf remained good until around 9.30am
when a strong wind came up. All, except
Col. It is hoped that this event will grow
in future years.
Adam Rigney played Peter Delamont
in the semi-final of the Major Singles
Championship which was also held on
19 May. Forget “Jack Attack” or the
Commonwealth Games, this was one
of the best games of bowls I have ever
witnessed. Peter took the early lead
but Adam fought back to take the lead
mid-way through the game. Thereafter
the lead changed several times. With the
score locked at 30 all, the final end was a
real nail biter which ran down to the very
last bowl. With Peter holding the shot,
Adam’s last shot narrowly missed the
target resulting in a 31 to 30 win to Peter
Delamont. Whilst Adam Rigney lost the
match, it has to be said that he played
outstanding bowls and was beaten by the
narrowest possible margin. You’ll get it
next year Adam.
Rob Folkard

Left: Winners
of the Major
Singles
ChampionshipDeb Folkard
and runner-up
Denise Prentice
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Sports Report
Golf (continued)
the winner Jeff McClellan, had trouble
controlling our shots in the wind. Jeff
finished with 37 points well ahead of the
rest of the field. Charles Tarby was second
with 32 points and Robert Calkhoven was
third with 30 points. He beat Steve Atkins
on a countback.
Only a small number of players showed
up to play the Par competition on
Saturday 12th May and those who stayed
in bed were glad they did when the rain
started around 8am. Everybody, well
nearly everybody, knows that once you
start a competition round you always
finish, except if you see lightning or you
collapse. Ron Bower finished first scoring
-2, which was good considering the
conditions. Gordon Thomson came second
with -5 and Allan Harvey was third with -7.
Unfortunately, for those who kept going,
insufficient players completed the round
for it to be considered a competition. So,
despite our efforts and gallantry being
in vain we still had fun and The Valley
certainly needed the rain.
Until next time
Seventy Plus
Right image top: 2nd and 3rd Fairways
Right image bottom: Suzanne Alland and Robert
putting on 16th green
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Sports Report

Berry v. Kangaroo Valley Annual
Petanque Bash

Well, Saturday 28 April was not the
warmest day on record but it was the day
the Kangaroo Valley Petanque Team faced
off against Berry in the ninth annual Berry
Bash (the event only retains this name
whilst Berry hold the cup).
On a cold, wet day your Kangaroo
Valley team assembled in the centre of
the village and were collected by the
Kangaroo Valley Bus Company for the trip
over the mountain to the township of
Berry. We huddled together in one of the
Berry establishments for a strategy and
morale-boosting session, which at times
became somewhat lively. All revved up,
we again boarded the bus and headed to
Jamie Strong’s for the match of the year.

So, for this year, we were not victorious
but we did do the village proud. Hard,
honest play with many, many laughs.
Maybe next year. Definitely next year.
The next big event on the petanque
calendar is the Friendly Inn Bastille Day
Petanque Festival on Saturday 14 July.
Keep an eye out for more information
as the day approaches. It is a massively
entertaining event.

If you are interested in joining the fun,
members of the Kangaroo Valley Petanque
Club practise most Sundays on the pitch
behind the Friendly Inn, starting at 3pm
(4pm during daylight saving).
You don’t need to have balls to play – we
have plenty in the clubhouse for you to
practise with. You will however require a
steady constitution to survive the goodhumoured banter.
				

Al Lockyer

Senior Tennis autumn competition report

It was cloudy and wet when we arrived,
an ominous sign of the fierce battle that
lay ahead. The terrain was heavy and
the grass soggy underfoot. The marquees
were erected, to provide some shelter
from the elements, and we were ready to
face the challenge.
The Kangaroo Valley Team launched out
of the gates and took an early lead of
6-0. The weather turned on us and our
concentration was momentarily dented. It
rained and rained. Both teams soldiered
on. Berry rose to the occasion and took
the lead, it was neck and neck at 11-10.
One end was so treacherous that a KV
boule rolled gently into the muddy dam.
It was soon followed by an underpanted
Andrew in the vain hope of a recovery
mission. It wasn’t to be.
The rain held off for the final ends. It
was so close and well fought but the final
score was 21-18 with the victory going
to the valiant Berry Team for the second
year running. Of course, winning doesn’t
necessarily mean retaining the cup! Many
games are at play.

Finalists L-R: Peter Stanton, Rosemary Stanton, Janet Bundey, Catherine Nieuwendijk, Lydia
Adams, Michael Cox, Yvonne Ferguson, Spike Rutherford, Garth Chittick, Keith Learn, Bruce
Rodway. Absent; Kate Rutherford, Irene Dunne, Nigel Lewis, Oscar Scherl, Don Godden,
Jeanette Garrett, Jenny Thomas.

The competition was played over 8
evenings with a finals night played on
Monday 7th May. All five (three player)
teams finished the competition with
very close scores. Due to several players
being sick or away the finals night was
played out by four surviving teams.
Scores were again almost identical.
The players finished the evening with
a presentation certificate, a glass
of bubbly, celebratory snacks, and a
finalist prize of a bottle of wine

(colour of their choice).
The Next Senior Competition
commences on Monday the 10th
September 2018.
If you wish to joint the Senior Tennis
Players please phone Nigel 0429604105
or Michael 44651034.
Email

nigelbrianlewis@gmail.com or

		sidneyblueglue@bigpond.com
Nigel Lewis
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I apologise to some of my readers for
the last couple of editions. We have
been very busy with a lot of projects on
and sadly writing articles had to take a
back seat. But I didn’t forget about you!
The dry conditions continue in our district
despite a couple of falls of rain. The
NSW government recently declared us
'drought declared' however our local area
is nowhere near the dire situation they
have around Picton. That being said with
the dropping in temperatures, the last
90mm drop of rain we had 6-8 weeks ago
will still be in the ground. Winter with its
low temperatures and shorter daylight
hours significantly reduces evaporation.
The water table will be significantly
affected from the 2017 dry winter and
scorching summer we just had. Plants
may not show it, but they are stressed.
I see lots of people out in the garden
watering plants, often showering water
into the area above the plants. I am sorry,
but this is the most ineffective form of
watering. If you are watering you need
to give a good soaking at the base, and a
one off watering will not do the job, you
will need to return weekly to the same
spot to keep the plant growing. Hand
watering is one of those things that needs
to be constantly applied and never seems
to have the same effect that natural rain
fall has.

Brocollini - The
Brassica you have
been waiting for!

susceptible to being blown off in strong
winds. These are a must for anyone
wanting a cottage garden feel or country
house look. They are an excellent border
plant or filler between larger plants as
most of the year their foliage blends in
and is very low. I have seen them spread
quite easily, but they don’t spread beyond
the confines of a garden. The nature of
the spreading root stock means that you
can propagate from a piece of dug up
root stock, but you can also buy multiple
different cultivars from our lovely nursery
'The Village Green'. Don’t be alarmed
though they are easily prevented from
running with a spade cutting them off and
they do tend to grow quite slowly.

Japanese wind flower
Or Japanese Anemone, is a wonderful
Autumn flower that really adds a special
sense to the garden. A low growing plant
that sends long, high flowers up to 1m.
Although they seem to prefer part sun,
I have seen them grow in a range of
contexts. They like to be started well
with a good soil and good watering,
but once established can cope with dry
conditions. That being said, if you want
a good show, fertilise in winter and give
them an occasional soaking, the reward
will be worth the effort. 'Wind' flower
is only really apt as the petals are fairly
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“

Always had
trouble with
growing broccoli? I
know I have. They
get the blasted
cabbage moth
and they can run to seed easily, or they
topple over when we get those westerly
winds. I have the answer, Brocollini, or
sometimes called Chinese Broccoli. Sow
direct from seed and have the plants
about 20 cm apart. They grow quick, in
7 weeks you could have edible product.
Let the unformed flower head grow to
about 15cm tall then snip them off. They
seem to keep sprouting for a very long
time. Ensure they are planted in a sunny
position, and regularly watered and you
should have continued success. They are
more heat tolerant than the standard
variety and don’t mind being planted
from all times of the year apart from mid
Summer. They can replace the common
broccolini meals you prepare, but are also
fantastic in Asian dishes. I guarantee you
will be impressed by how well suited this
plant is to our climate.

We did it! I took the fight to Canberra and we
have been heard. Local support was crucial to
secure funding from the Turnbull Government
so we can finally see the new Nowra Bridge
built, which will cut travel times and ease
congestion. Thank you, funding wouldn’t
have been possible without your support.

”

F U N D IN G D
D E L IV E R E

ANN
SUDMALIS MP
Federal Member for Gilmore

59 Junction St, Nowra NSW 2541
ann.sudmalis.mp@aph.gov.au

4423 1782

annsudmalismp.com.au

Authorised by Ann Sudmalis MP, Liberal Party of Australia, 59 Junction Street, Nowra NSW 2541.

AnnSudmalisMP
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So Many Possibilities

Get into Kangaroo Valley

2 Old Bendeela Road, Kangaroo Valley

8/156a Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley
FFER

UNDER O

$1,475,000
This perfectly presented and maintained small acreage
property offers so many lifestyle possibilities.
The large 5 bedroom 2.5 bathroom home has wrap
around verandahs and could suit Bed and Breakfast
accommodation (STCA), a large family or just plenty
room for friends or extended family visits.
Huge artists studio, stunning pool with the deck looking
toward a blissful mountain vista, substantial aviaries,
town water supply &double garage complete with
plumbing.
Beautifully built and maintained to the highest standard
this could be your perfect escape to the country.

This beautifully presented 3 bedroom townhouse is your
chance to enter the Kangaroo Valley market.
The master bedroom features ensuite and walk through
robe ceiling fan and delightful outlook. Refurbished
kitchen and practical tiled living space mean you have
time to relax and enjoy life.
Delightful wrap around verandahs provides that country
feel and allow you to enjoy the outdoors in any weather.
This is the best value we have seen in Kangaroo Valley
for a long time so book an inspection today and start
living the dream.

Lifestyle & Business
Opportunity

Acres of potential
168 BTU Road, Nowra Hill

261a Mount Scanzi Road

Expressions of Interest
Capitalise on the location and popularity of the existing
successful business rights or make your own enterprise
with Luxury Living.
Nestled against the breathtaking Kangaroo Valley Red
Rock escarpment, this impressive architect designed
ECO property is a world apart.
This is a rare opportunity for those looking to escape to
paradise whilst being able to capitalise on your investment and options into the future for the perfect lifestyle
and business balance.

E SOLD

ONE MOR

Situated just minutes from the Nowra CBD and under 10
minutes to the shores of Jervis Bay this superb 6.5 acre
(Approx) property is perfect for those looking for a great
rural lifestyle close to town.
Huge shed - with 140m2 under the main roof (7m x
21m) and a 3-metre height clearance. Town water is
also a feature of this property with established pastured
paddocks.

We get results

Mark Stewart
Mark Stewart

Principal
- Sales
Principal - Sales
countryliving@oneagency.com.au
www.oneagency.com.au
countryliving@oneagency.com.au
www.oneagency.com.au

Find us on:

Find us on:

oneagency_countryliving

oneagency_countryliving

Graeme Smith

Graeme Smith

Licensee -Licensee
Sales

P I 4465
P1996
I 4465

One Agency — Country Living

1996

One Agency — Country Living

- Sales
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May has finally brought us some cooler
weather and with darkness coming
around 5pm the observer in me is
looking forward to June and July
especially.
The planets become our focus for many
months now and we can enjoy them night
after night even when the Moon is bright.
As we look west in the evening we find
Venus shining like a jewel at magnitude
-4.0. The brightest star in the sky (other
than our Sun) is Sirius and it shines at
magnitude -1.4. Venus will remain our
Evening Star until toward the end of
October when it's orbit takes it very close
to the Sun as viewed from the Earth.
The next brightest star in the sky is also
a planet and that is Jupiter. So easy to
find as we turn from Venus in the west
to look northeast. Jupiter shines at
magnitude -2.4. As the evening moves
on Jupiter will appear to pass due north
as it reached opposition in May and is
visible throughout the night. Jupiter is a
very large object and I am certain that
when the conditions are particularly
clear and still a good eye can tell that
it is a disc, not a pinpoint. Under these
conditions if you use a good telescope at
high power you can also see that some of
the moons are little discs. This shouldn't
be surprising as one moon, Ganymede, is
actually larger than the planet Mercury
by 400 klms, and the second largest,
Callisto, is only 50 klms smaller than
Mercury in diameter. Imagine a planet so
large that it has two other planets as its
moons, that's Jupiter.

Jupiter, photo by Niall MacNeil

The Season for Planets continues for many
months now as Saturn starts to beat a
path up the eastern sky followed closely
by Mars. As Jupiter reached opposition
(directly opposite the Sun as viewed
from Earth) in May, so Saturn will be at
opposition on June 27th, rising around
6.30pm and spending the first half of the
night in the east then crossing to the west
after midnight. Saturn has a significant
axial tilt of 27° and it orbits the Sun
once every 29.4 Earth years. This means
that every seven years we see a slow
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change in the aspect of the planet moving
from a very open view of the rings and
one hemisphere, through nearly edge on
(the rings seem to disappear) and then
the other hemisphere and the underside
of the rings show. We are currently
experiencing a very open aspect, the
rings in all their glory. In fact it is so open
that none of the Saturnian moons actually
appear behind or in front of the planet.
Because they orbit in the same plane as
the rings their orbits make them appear
scattered around the planet like tiny
stars. To explain this better Jupiter has
an axial tilt of only 3° and the Jupiter
moons are constantly orbiting in front and
behind the planet.

Then we come to Mars which is rising
around 8pm and will come to opposition
on July 27th as I discussed last month.
Mars is growing in apparent size very
quickly and my friend Niall MacNeil is
taking some great images which he has
kindly allowed me to share with you. His
results are astonishing for an amateur
and I am looking forward to great results
for Mars by August. At the South Pacific
Star Party last month I had the good
fortune to get a private lesson in image
processing from Niall and hope that I can
one day show some nice images from my
attempts.

Saturn, photo by Niall MacNeil

Mars, photo by Niall MacNeil

Enjoy.
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ANZAC Day
Wreaths
I am sure all who attended the
ANZAC Ceremony will have admired
the beautiful and significant
remembrance wreaths. A very
sincere thank you to Gayle Harvey
and her helpers for the artistry and
hours of work that contributed to
the presentation. We are fortunate
to have such dedicated members of
our community.
And thank you to everyone who laid
wreaths for remembrance. I have
collected them and shall store the
bases for recycling in 2019. Should
anyone wish to collect their wreath
base now, please call me on 4465
1851 and I can oblige.
Grant to the ANZAC Committee
The new portable audio equipment
was trialled on ANZAC Day, and the
Committee was able to purchase
this with funds from a $1000
Government grant. We wish to
express our thanks to the Minister
for the Department of Veterans’
Affairs for his support.
Community support
Once again we were fortunate to
have the support of this generous
community for items for the raffle.
The baskets of produce and
vouchers complemented the
beautiful stained glass artwork
crafted by the talented Lance
Brown.
The money raised from the raffle
will as always go towards the
purchase of book prizes and the
commemorative $1 coins from the
Mint. These are presented to all the
KV students as a thank you for their
entries into the Poster and Essay
ANZAC Competition. The raffle and
the sale of the symbolic red poppy
emblems are our only sources of
income to enable us to successfully
organise and run the Anzac Day
Service.
Individual prizes for the
competition come from several
tourist facilities which have
supported us over many years.
Many are generous family passes so
the winners are able to share.
Thank you all for your valued
support.
					
Joan Bray
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Continuity and sustainability:
Jim’s ruminations
Sweet potatoes
the size of
footballs! Oh yes,
that is what has
been harvested
from the Friendly
Inn Garden (FIG)
this last month.
This goes to show,
that this is one
vegetable that
definitely works for this patch. Over the
years we have had successes and some
failures, such that there is now a pattern
emerging of what works and what doesn’t
– come down to the garden on a Thursday
morning for a yarn, more information,
and the ‘inside running’ that could save
you a whole lot of work and heartache!
At FIG we are always looking for
gardening efforts that can be sustained
over the years and allow us to build on
success. Sustainability is part of the ethos
of FIG, as is the ethos of contributing
to sustainability efforts in the wider
community.
Several years ago, Kangaroo Valley lead
the nation in a reformation to eradicate
the use of plastic bags for shopping.
Bundanoon upped the ante by introducing
“Ban the Bottle”, with respect to single
use plastic bottles being sold by retailers
in the town. The Bundy-on-tap scheme

Oil Painting
Lessons
Derek Watt is offering oil
painting lessons in the Valley
every Tuesday & Wednesday
from 10am to 3pm
Beginners Welcome
Phone: 4465 1651
Email: jdgallery@aapt.net.au

introduced robust refillable bottles that
are sold at those same retailers, with the
council providing numerous free drinking
water stations throughout the town. Now
the Brisbane City Council is proposing a
ban on plastic straws, balloons, plastic
bags and plastic single use water bottles
in one sweeping move that is long
overdue in our society – and worldwide.
Surely we can’t let the banana benders
beat us to it!
The Ban the Plastic Straw effort in
Kangaroo Valley shows that the Valley is
continuing to work on stemming the tide
of plastic that results in the stomachs of
whales being full of plastics and sea birds
devouring anything that resembles shiny
food floating on the Ocean.
But are we still sitting on our hands?
Do we continue to shop the way we
always have, by convenience, placing
our selected produce in the conveniently
supplied plastic bags, because that is the
way we know? Our meat, fish and chicken
comes in a neatly presented single use
plastic trays covered in cling film, which
we have come to expect as the norm.
Sure, some folk may use the plastic
shopping bag a second time as a bin liner,
but other than that, it all goes out as
single use rubbish.
My question again – are we still sitting
on our hands? Try shopping with this in
mind. Select your vegetables sans plastic
– loose, in a box, in your own bag or use
the paper bag in the mushroom section –
just think. Meat, fish and chicken can be
bought from a butcher or deli with paper
wrapping – after all, that’s traditionally
the way butchers supplied it after your
selection was made. Just think, and try
it. Test yourself as to how little plastic
you can get away with. Then spread the
word. Challenge friends. Teach kids. Lead
the way. Remember that there is the
saying: “There are those that make things
happen, those that watch things happen
and those that wonder what’s happened.”
Which are you?
On that note, the Annual General Meeting
of FIG is planned for Monday 6 August at
7pm at the Friendly Inn. We will have a
very special guest speaking on soil health
and succession planting, both key to
garden sustainability. We are also looking
for some new Committee members.
As ever we are always delighted to
welcome people as new members as well
as participants at our Thursday morning
working bees at the Garden. If you know
nothing, a little or a lot about vegetable
gardening come along and be part of a
community sustainability effort.
You can keep up with our garden comings
and goings through our Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/FriendlyInnGarden/
Jim Anderson
Committee Member
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On Sunday May 6 at the 10am service
we were delighted to have the
dedication to God of Eddie Mumm, the
lovely son of Lisa and Greg from Fitzroy
Falls. Lisa and her children regularly
come to our Cuppas n’ Kids group for
parents/carers and their toddlers on
Tuesday mornings at the church hall.
At the dedication service some of the
mums from the group came and read
from the bible and prayed for Eddie.
Just before this dedication service we
had a last minute swap of minister! The
Reverend John Thew (Cecily Paterson’s
Dad) filled in for Andrew who broke his
ankle the Monday
before. We were
grateful for
John’s generosity
in helping out.
Andrew now has a
bright green cast
on his right lower
leg. If you see
Andrew around
town with the cast
on he may well
ask you to write
your signature on
it! Unfortunately
Andrew can’t drive
for 6 weeks but
at time of writing
there are only four Andrew’s (bright green)
cast
weeks to go.
Our Crossroads after-school kids’ club
for those in years 3-6 has started again
for the term. It is held on Tuesday
afternoons. Our leaders pick the kids up
from school and take them across the
road to the church hall. We have a good
mix of boys and girls this year and the
group is being led this term by new locals
Hugh and Bron Johnson with Jody Hanson.
Each week the group does fun indoor and
outdoor activities based on a bible theme,
along with a short bible reading. The
group goes from 3.15pm to 4.30pm.
If your kids would like to join the group
please give Andrew a call on 4465 1585.
Warm regards,
Andrew Paterson
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How much does it cost?

Why make a will?
This is the fifth in a series of articles
based on information provided by Legal
Aid NSW
What is a will?
A will is a legal document that sets out
how you want the things you own to be
distributed when you die. Wills aren’t just
for people who own property or have lots
of money.
By making a will you can:
•

provide for people you care about

•

leave particular items (eg artworks,
jewellery, letters or photographs) to
particular people

•

appoint a person you trust to carry
out the instructions in your will (your
executor)

•

leave any other instructions you
may have (eg about your funeral
arrangements)

•

make a gift to charity if you wish.

Why do you need a will?
If you die without a will (‘intestate’),
your property and belongings (your
‘estate’) will be distributed to your
relatives according to a legal formula
which could result very differently from
your wishes. If you have no relatives
closer than a first cousin, your estate will
go to the government. Dying intestate can
also cause complications, delays and costs
for those you leave behind.
Who can make a will?
Anyone over 18 (or younger with the
approval of the Supreme Court) can
make a will so long as they have mental
capacity. That could include a person with
a mild intellectual disability or in the
early stages of dementia. If in doubt, a
doctor, psychologist or psychiatrist must
assess their understanding.
How do you make a will?
Making a will can be a simple process
and need not be expensive. It must be
signed and witnessed properly to be
legally valid, and your intentions should
be expressed clearly to reduce the chance
of any argument over who you wanted to
get what.
While there are do-it-yourself will kits,
it is safer to have a solicitor, the NSW
Trustee and Guardian (NSWTAG) or a
trustee company do your will for you,
to ensure it is done properly and is
appropriate for your needs. A professional
can also advise you on any tax issues you
should take into account when drafting
your will.

Solicitors’ fees vary and can depend on
how complex the will is. You can shop
around to compare their charges. Trustee
companies charge a fee for preparing
a will, and also fees to administer your
estate after you die. NSWTAG charges a
set fee unless you are on a full Centrelink
Age Pension, in which case they will
prepare your will without charge. If you
appoint NSWTAG as your executor, they
will charge fees to administer your estate
after you die.

or addition to it, even if you initial the
change. You can change it by a separate
document (a ‘codicil’), which must be
signed and witnessed in the same way
as your original will, or you can make a
completely new will.
Leaving a gift to charity
In your will you can leave a gift to a
charity (a ‘bequest’) to express your
support for a cause that is important to
you. You may choose to leave:
•

a residual bequest (whatever is left
after all other gifts and costs have
been deducted from your estate)

•

a percentage of your estate

•

a specific sum of money

•

a gift of property or shares.

How long will your will last?
Your will lasts until you die, unless you
change it, make a new one or revoke
(cancel) it.
A marriage will revoke a will unless it
was made anticipating that particular
marriage. If you plan to marry or divorce
you may need to update your will,
and should get legal advice about your
situation.
You should also get legal advice about
updating your will if your circumstances
change in other ways, eg if children or
grandchildren are born, or if your partner
dies.
Where should you keep your will?
If your will disappears it is assumed
that you destroyed it to revoke it. It is
therefore safer to leave the original with
a solicitor, most of whom will keep it in
safe custody for a client without charge,
or in a safety deposit box in a bank. It
is a good idea to keep a copy with your
personal papers, with a note stating
where the original is. You should also
give a copy to your executor (in a sealed
envelope if you prefer) or tell them
where the original is.
Can you change your will?
You can change your will at any time so
long as you have mental capacity. But you
cannot change it by making a deletion
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You should get legal advice to make sure
the charity is correctly described, and
that your loved ones are properly looked
after.
Can your will be challenged?
A will can be challenged on the grounds
that it is not valid. The person contesting
its validity would have to show that:
•

it was not your most recent will

•

it was not properly signed or
witnessed

•

you did not have mental capacity
when you made it

•

it was changed after you originally
signed it, or

•

you were forced or pressured (rather
than just encouraged) into making it.

Certain people (mostly family members)
can also contest a will within 12 months
of your death if they believe that they
weren’t properly provided for in the will.
Having your will made by a solicitor can
lessen the chances of this happening.
			

Tony Barnett, Chairman

Kangaroo Valley Seniors Accomodation &
Support Committee

IS COOKING OR SHOPPING FOR FOOD
GETTING TOO MUCH FOR YOU?
Do you need assistance to remain in your own home?
If you:
- are 65 or over, OR
- have a disability, AND
- need some help in looking after
yourself at home, you are eligible to
receive Meals on Wheels

You can choose:
- from a variety of meals
- one, two or three courses: a main
meal, soup and dessert are available
- delivered frozen to your door once
a fortnight

No doctor’s certificate is needed. A phone call to Meals on
Wheels will confirm your eligibility
Please phone Beth (Meals on Wheels Co-ordinator for the North
Shoalhaven area) on 4422 5111 for further information
This information is provided as a community service by the Kangaroo Valley
Seniors Accommodation and Support Committee
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Kangaroo Valley

FIREWOOD

Seasoned Firewood
Delivered & Stacked

A local supplier using a local resource
Call Jamie • 0412 424 069 • 4465 2520
email: jamiesalkeld@gmail.com
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under your feet

or ...
on the drive way; at the house site
in the subdivision; on the property;
in the dam ...
In fact, Selbys can, and do, make the
earth move just about anywhere!

Selbys Earthmoving has an extensive range of modern machinery
to ensure we have the right equipment for your job!

SELBYS EARTHMOVING
David 0428 429 398 or Sharon 4465 1186

For a complete list of tasks we tackle
check out the website

|

IT Y

earth
move
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info@selbys.net.au

selbys.net.au
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Kennedy’s Tours
Kennedy’s Bus and Coach

. . . e nj o y t h e e x pe r i e nc e
Hunter Valley XMAS Light Spectacular
5-7th December 2018 / 2 Nights
$999 per person ($120 Single Supp)

Australia Day Lunch Cruise on Sydney
Harbour
26th January 2019
$290 per person

Call Now to Book 4421 7596

Sharmans Rural Contracting

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

4465 1177

Tania Sharman
0409 289 123
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The Directory
Valley Moss
0427 651 230

Locally sourced, specialising in native flowers for all occasions

www.facebook.com/mandy.valleymoss | www.instagram.com/mandy.valleymoss

email: mandy.valleymoss@gmail.com

Heather
Bray
BA (Psych), M.SC (Psych)
0412 219 993

Psychology Services
1 Broughton Street, Kangaroo Valley Stays

www.movingminds.com.au | heather@movingminds.com.au
Changing individuals, corporations, families and communities one thought at a time.

Taijiquan (Tai Chi) Classes in the Valley
Slow, steady and soft exercises to build and develop
your energy, improve strength & balance

Two classes available
Tuesday evenings 6.30 - 8pm
Kangaroo Valley Showground Hall and
Saturday mornings 9 – 10.30 am
Outdoor Kiosk/Bar area, Kangaroo Valley Showground

Colleen Langan

Energy Healer (Ignite Your Spirit)
Spiritual Counselor and Teacher
Meditation Facilitator

Energy Healing and Counseling by appointment
0410460345 or 44460345
mayabhadni@gmail.com
www.healingmayalight.com

0408510151
Any age, any fitness level, any ability welcome.
Contact your teacher: Sue Cochrane, suecochrane51@gmail.com

Assistance with the design of your ad, or any other
print media is available. Please contact Delyse
Wright at thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or call
0414 884 833.
Graphic Design | Website Design | Print Media

Please note that the directory listings are a six month commitment. Renewal of the ad is
automatic at the start of each new cycle (February and July), if you DO NOT wish your ad to
be renewed, please contact the editor prior to these renewal months:
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or 0414 884 833.
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The Directory continued

BUILDING DESIGNER
B.Arch UTS

T 02 4465 1224 M 0412 671 735
E davidcox@fastrac.net.au
PO BOX 6037 Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
www.davidcoxdesign.com.au

Painting, Decorator/Plastering
No job too big or small

20 years experience

Adam Dunn

0423 461 275
adamdunny@hotmail.com

Licence 216962C
ABN 39441241846
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For all mechanical repairs
... your local mechanic
John Wright
• Authorised Safety Check Station
MVRL 53587
• Pink Slips
• Eftpos available

Wrights Farm Machinery Pty Ltd MTAMemberMotorMechanicLic#:106089

Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley • 0411 619 179

Domestic & Commercial
Lawn mowing - Ride on mowing - Edging - Blowing
Hedging - High pressure cleaning - Pruning - Tree lopping
Weeding - Poisoning - Fertilising - Rubbish removal
Painting - Chopping wood - Gutter cleaning - Tip runs
General maintenance - Odd jobs around the home

Simon Hunt

Mobile: 0481 358 100

cleanfreaksmowing@gmail.com
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Ladies & Mens Hair Dresser

0402 576 859
02 4465 5000
gpjames cleaning@gmail.com

JFK

LEGAL

SPECIALISING IN
·
·
·
·
·
·

Basic Wills $550
Disputed wills
Probate
Personal Injury law
Car Accidents
Court Mentions

Mobile Legal Service Phone 02 9665 4846

All the way with JFK
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Community Contact Information
Police
Ambulance
Poisons
Integral Energy
Lifeline
Fire
Storm and flood SES

EMERGENCIES
13 1444 or 4421 9699
000
13 1126
13 1003
13 1114
000
132500

SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool
Jacinta Perry
4465
P&C
Darrell Guiltier		
Public School
Andrew Smee
Scots College
Jeff Grundy
4465
Anglican Church
Andrew Patterson
4465
Sunday School
Jeanette Dumbrell
4465
Catholic Church Parish Office		
4423
CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute
Joan Bray
Lions Club
Helen Mairinger
VIEW Club
Penny Rose
Remexio Partnership
Libby Turnock
Environment
Greg Thompson
Wildlife Rescue South Coast		
Wires		
Cubs/Scouting
Cuppa and kids
Bushwalking
Cricket Club
Fishing Club
Frisbee
Golf Club
Hockey Club
Pilates
Pony Club
Rowing Club
Tennis Club
Yoga
Iyengar Yoga

AGES and STAGES
Nicholas Carlile
Kate Hole
SPORTS and EXERCISE
Fran Pritchard
Hugh Sinclair
Vinnie Winch
Mark McLennan
Gordon Thomson
Sharon Gomez
Melinda Mangold
Karen Barker
Gerry Garrett
Peter Stanton
Vasudha Rao
Rose Andrews

4465
0431
4464
4465
0473
0418
4862

1327
1089
1585
2708
1712
1851
355 725
2384
1357
114 026
427 214
1788

4446 0591
0432 177 206
4465
0435
4465
0439
4465
4465
0404
0407
4465
4465
4465
4465

1599
001 294
1448
456 356
1958
1580
483 680
928 994
1419
1688
1093
1364

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Alcoholics Anonymous
Rick
4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482
Budgong Community Group
Alex Cooke
0418 440526
Chamber Tourism & Commerce Alison Baker
0405 379 393
Historical Society
Garth Chittick
4465 1367
FIG Community Garden
Lyn Rutherford
0414 737 547
FYRE
Karen Harrison
4465 1699
KV Arts Festival
Nick Minogue
0414 732 514
KVCA
Wendy Caird
kvcollections@bigpond.com
KV Sustainable
Land Management Group
Jan Johnson
4465 1593
KVRFS Captain
Mike Gorman
0447 651 540
		
4465 1540
K. V. Show
Mairi Langton
0412 180 778
Osborne Park Hall
Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton
4887 8256
Seniors Support 	
Tony Barnett 	
4465 1800
Upper River Progress Assn
Sarah Butler
4465 1364

WEEKLY EVENTS
Mon – Fri
Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 9 am
Mon
1-3 pm Women’s Bible Study
Anglican Hall
4465 1585
Tues
10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
4465 1364
Tues
Cuppa and kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Wed
KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm and meetings
1st Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m.
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 7 am (NB No Mass on Fridays)
Wed
Pioneer Museum Park Conservation Group
from 9am finishing about 4pm
Contact Werner Bayer
4465-1058
Wed
Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
The Friendly Inn 7pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga
4465 1364
Wed
Drama Classes for teenagers at The KV Hall
Wednesdays 5pm-6.30pm.
Contact Jillian O’Dowd
0468 309 530
Thurs
FIG Community Garden
9am-11am
0417 651 174
Thurs
1-3 pm Women’s Care and Share Anglican Hall
4465 1585
Thurs
Friendly Inn Garden from 10am-12pm
		
0414 737 547
Sat
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 9 am
Sun
Anglican Church
4465 1585
8.30am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
Mon (1st)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

Tues (3rd)
Tues (4th)
Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)
Thurs (2nd)
Fri (2nd)
Sat (first)
Sat (last)
Sun (2nd)
Sun (last)
Sun (varies)

MONTHLY EVENTS
KV Rural Fire Service meeting
7.30 pm – Fire Shed
Contact Mike Gorman
4465 1540, 0447 651 540
Environment Group – 6 pm – Rectory Close
Contact Greg Thompson
0473 114 026
A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall
Contact Mairi Langton
0412 180 778
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Working bee.
Contact Belinda
0466 065 768
Bushwalk
Contact Fran Pritchard
4465 1599
for confirmation and location of meeting place
Lions Club Contact Helen Mairinger 0431 355 725
Pre School Meeting
Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm
Proceeds to Alzheimer’s Australia
4465 2001
KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon
Contact Garth Chittick
4465 1367
P. and C. Meeting – KV School
View Club General Meeting and Luncheon
12 pm – locations as advised
FIG Community Garden
9am - 12noon
0414 737 547
Brogers Creek Landcare
Contact Andrew or Liz
4465 1482
Kangaroo Valley Farmers Markets
Fishing Club Competition Day
Contact Harold Sharman
4465 1140
KV Pony Club (in Osborne Park)
contact Victoria Salkeld
4465 2520
BI-WEEKLY EVENTS

Thursday:

(1st and 3rd) Men’s Group - 7.30 pm
Contact Bob Dunn
4465 1056

Group secretaries please check and update contact
details if necessary
e: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Please email all content for inclusion in the Voice to thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or call
0414 884 833
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Kangaroo Valley Rural
Pty. Ltd.

Adrian: 0417 677 518 - Email: adrianhindman@bigpond.com
* For all your earthmoving and rural contracting needs
* Fully trained, reliable, competent operators
* Footings, house sites, driveways, dams, retaining walls, arenas

* Supply/delivery of road base, sand, top soil, landscaping rock
* 5.5 tonne & 22 tonne excavators, 12 tonne tipper & trailer
* Track bobcat, auger
* Cattle yards

* Rural fencing
* 4WD tractor with GPS
* Boom spraying

* Slashing, mulching

* Fertilizer spreading
If undelivered please return to:-

KANGAROO VALLEY VOICE
PO BOX 6079, KANGAROO VALLEY 2577

The monthly community newspaper
of Kangaroo Valley
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